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No outcome differences emerged in knee joint position sense before 
and after fatigue, no differences between left and right knee 
positioning sense emerged either, but the quantity of physical activity 
had a slight influence on joint position sense. 
The utilized assessment method allowed us to objectively and visibly 
quantify the measurements. This kind of assessment, due to its 
clinical applicability, could be implemented in the clinical practice as 
a tool to assess functional knee proprioception in weight-bearing 
conditions.  
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BACKGROUND AND AIM 

Twenty healthy volunteers (14 women, 6 men, from 18 to 35 years 
old) participated in the study. Fatigue was provided by a modified 5 
minute Harvard Step Test protocol and knee joint position sense was 
measured before and after the step exercise. Knee joint position 
sense was assessed by an active weight-bearing single knee bend. 
A laser pointer device was placed on the subjects knees to quantify 
knee joint position. The aim of every participant was to relocate the 
laser light on two targets through three single knee bends on each 
target. Knee joint position error was then evaluated and compared 
before and after fatigue. 

Joint position sense didn’t change significantly after the exercise, 
except for the left knee, which increased in relocation precision on 
the second target after fatigue (p=0.042). Joint position sense was 
more precise on the first target in three cases out of four (p=0.022, 
p=0.017, p=0.013). No significant differences emerged between 
right and left knee joint position sense. Lastly, it appeared that 
participants (n=9) who practiced at least three hours a week of 
physical activity, had in average better knee joint positioning 
outcomes compared with the participants (n=11) who practiced less 
then three hours a week.  

RESULTS 

Didascalia	  

Figure	  3.	  Star%ng	  posi%on.	  

Sensorimotor mechanisms are important to control joint position 
sense and motion, but can be affected by many factors, such as 
fatigue. Most of the knee injuries occur in weight-bearing positions 
and under conditions of fatigue, which could influence 
proprioception. Therefore, the aim of this study was to measure 
knee joint position sense in healthy individuals in weight-bearing 
stance after a fatigue inducing exercise. Knee joint position sense 
was assessed and measured through a new functional method 
which could be easily implemented by physiotherapists in the 
clinical practice. 

Figure	  4.	  Final	  posi%on.	  

Figure	  5.	  Targets	  right	  knee	  before	  fa%gue.	   Figure	  6.	  Targets	  right	  knee	  a7er	  fa%gue.	  

Figure	  7.	  Targets	  le7	  knee	  before	  fa%gue.	   Figure	  8.	  Targets	  le7	  knee	  a7er	  fa%gue.	  

Figure	  1.	  Laser	  
Pointer	  SenMoCor.	  

Figure	  2.	  Targets	  1	  
and	  2	  on	  A3	  sheet.	  	  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

CONCLUSIONS 
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